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Individual Calcium Syntillas Do Not Trigger Spontaneous Exocytosis from Nerve Terminals of the Neurohypophysis

James M. McNally, Valérie De Crescenzo, Kevin E. Fogarty, John V. Walsh, and José R. Lemos
Department of Physiology, University of Massachusetts Medical School, Worcester, Massachusetts 01665

Recently, highly localized Ca\(^{2+}\) release events, similar to Ca\(^{2+}\) sparks in muscle, have been observed in neuronal preparations. Specifically, in murine neurohypophysial terminals (NHT), these events, termed Ca\(^{2+}\) syntillas, emanate from a ryanodine-sensitive intracellular Ca\(^{2+}\) pool and increase in frequency with depolarization in the absence of Ca\(^{2+}\) influx. Despite such knowledge of the nature of these Ca\(^{2+}\) release events, their physiological role in this system has yet to be defined. Such localized Ca\(^{2+}\) release events, if they occur in the precise location of the final exocytotic event(s), may directly trigger exocytosis. However, directly addressing this hypothesis has not been possible, since no method capable of visualizing individual release events in these CNS terminals has been available. Here, we have adapted an amperometric method for studying vesicle fusion to this system which relies on loading the secretory granules with the false transmitter dopamine, thus allowing, for the first time, the recording of individual exocytotic events from peptidergic NHT. Simultaneous use of this technique along with high-speed Ca\(^{2+}\) imaging has enabled us to establish that spontaneous neuropeptide release and Ca\(^{2+}\) syntillas do not display any observable temporal or spatial correlation, confirming similar findings in chromaffin cells. Although these results indicate that syntillas do not play a direct role in eliciting spontaneous release, they do not rule out indirect modulatory effects of syntillas on secretion.

Introduction

Ca\(^{2+}\) serves as an integral intracellular messenger in many physiological processes, making the organization and control of intracellular Ca\(^{2+}\) ([Ca\(^{2+}\)]\(_i\)) a complex and important process. Neurotransmitter release is tightly coupled to elevations in [Ca\(^{2+}\)]\(_i\) (Katz, 1969). Although the influx of Ca\(^{2+}\) through voltage-gated Ca\(^{2+}\) channels (VGCCs) is undoubtedly an important source of Ca\(^{2+}\) affecting exocytosis, recent findings suggest that intracellular stores provide an additional source of Ca\(^{2+}\) for this mechanism (Berridge, 2006).

In a number of neuronal preparations, highly localized intracellular Ca\(^{2+}\) release events have been observed (Empetage et al., 2001; Galante and Marty, 2003; De Crescenzo et al., 2004; Ouyang et al., 2005; Yao et al., 2006), similar to Ca\(^{2+}\) sparks of muscle. In nerve terminals of magnocellular neurons, or neurohypophysial terminals (NHT), these events, termed “syntillas,” are observed in the absence of extracellular Ca\(^{2+}\) and are derived from a ryanodine-sensitive store (De Crescenzo et al., 2004). The ryanodine receptors (RyRs) responsible for syntillas interact with dihydropyridine receptors, conferring a voltage dependence on these events through a process termed “voltage-induced Ca\(^{2+}\) release” (De Crescenzo et al., 2006). This information notwithstanding, the physiological role for this phenomenon has yet to be conclusively determined.

Ca\(^{2+}\) release from intracellular stores enhances asynchronous neurotransmitter release in frog peripheral motor nerve terminals (Narita et al., 1998, 2000). A similar mechanism has been proposed to influence spontaneous multivesicular release via Ca\(^{2+}\) mobilization from a presynaptic ryanodine-sensitive store at inhibitory synapses onto cerebellar Purkinje cells (Llano et al., 2000). Such findings suggest that syntillas could play a role in secretion by providing another means of generating highly localized concentrations of Ca\(^{2+}\) sufficient to elicit exocytosis, distal to classical sites of Ca\(^{2+}\) influx.

Syntillas have also been observed in chromaffin cells, another secretory cell type (ZhuGe et al., 2006). Surprisingly, in this system, syntillas do not directly trigger spontaneous release, suggesting that the Ca\(^{2+}\) liberated must be localized to Ca\(^{2+}\) microdomains distinct from those involved in exocytosis. The amount of Ca\(^{2+}\) released during a syntilla is essentially identical in both chromaffin cells and NHT. However, these two systems express different subtypes of RyR. In NHT, syntilla frequency increases with depolarization in the absence of Ca influx. This appears to require type 1 RyR, which are absent in chromaffin cells whose syntillas lack voltage dependence. Such disparities lead to speculation that syntillas function differently in both systems. Previous studies in NHT have been unable to determine if syntillas are capable of driving spontaneous release, as no method was capable of directly correlating syntillas with individual exocytotic events.

To directly address this question, we used a false transmitter loading technique (Kim et al., 2000), allowing amperometric detection of individual exocytotic events in NHT. Concurrent use of this technique with fast Ca\(^{2+}\) imaging has allowed us to perform a spatio-
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The dissociated terminals of isolated murine adrenal chromaffin cells showing spontaneous release events. Amperometric recording performed immediately after whole-cell patch of an NHT voltage clamped at −80 mV shows that no amperometric activity is detectable in a non-DA-loaded terminal. After several minutes, allowing DA to dialyze into the terminal from the patch pipette, spontaneous amperometric release events can be observed. Amperometric events recorded from both chromaffin cells and false transmitter-loaded terminals appear very similar in nature, with the exception of their size. Prespike feet, a hallmark of amperometric recording of quantal release events, can be seen in a number of events (right) recorded from loaded NHTs.

Figure 1. False transmitter loading of whole-cell patched NHT allows detection of spontaneous amperometric events similar to those seen in chromaffin cells. A, Amperometric recording from an isolated murine adrenal chromaffin cell showing spontaneous release events. B, Amperometric recording performed immediately after whole-cell patch of an NHT voltage clamped at −80 mV shows that no amperometric activity is detectable in a non-DA-loaded terminal. After several minutes, allowing DA to dialyze into the terminal from the patch pipette, spontaneous amperometric release events can be observed. C, Amperometric events recorded from both chromaffin cells and false transmitter-loaded terminals appear very similar in nature, with the exception of their size. Prespike feet, a hallmark of amperometric recording of quantal release events, can be seen in a number of events (right) recorded from loaded NHTs.

Table 1. Comparison of amperometric events recorded from chromaffin cells to events from false transmitter-loaded NHT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Chromaffin cells</th>
<th>NHT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Area (fC)</td>
<td>138 ± 232</td>
<td>24 ± 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>τ/2 (ms)</td>
<td>20.7 ± 14.2</td>
<td>7.6 ± 3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t_{max} (pA)</td>
<td>6.8 ± 0.2</td>
<td>2.7 ± 3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rise time (pA/ms)</td>
<td>1.3 ± 2.9</td>
<td>0.7 ± 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decay (ms): τ₁</td>
<td>30.0 ± 47.7</td>
<td>11.7 ± 23.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decay (ms): τ₂</td>
<td>88.3 ± 116.7</td>
<td>28.9 ± 56.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data are the mean ± SD of pooled values of amperometric events recorded in NL solution. Chromaffin cell, NHT (cells/terminals) = 4, n = 512; NHT, N = 32, n = 1375. Event decay fit with a double exponential.

temporal analysis of both syntillas and spontaneous exocytosis in NHT. Here, we report finding no evidence supporting a direct interaction between [Ca\(^{2+}\)], released by syntillas and neuropeptide secretion, suggesting that as in chromaffin cells, NHT syntillas occur in Ca\(^{2+}\) microdomains separate from sites of exocytosis.

Materials and Methods

Isolation of murine NHT. NHT from adult Swiss Webster (greater than postnatal day 42) mice were prepared as described previously (Cazalis et al., 1987; Wang et al., 1999; De Crescenzo et al., 2004). Mice were quickly killed by cervical dislocation, in accordance with local Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee guidelines (protocol A-1135). After decapitation, neurohypophyses were harvested and dissociated via homogenization at 37°C in an isoosmotic solution of 270 mM sucrose, 1 mM EGTA, 10 mM HEPES (pH 7). The dissociated terminals were then plated in the bottom of a perfusion chamber and perfused with Normal Locke’s (NL) saline (in mM): 140 NaCl, 5 KCl, 10 glucose, 1 MgCl₂, 2.2 CaCl₂, 10 HEPES, pH 7.3. For experiments in zero Ca\(^{2+}\) NL, 200 μM EGTA was substituted for Ca\(^{2+}\). NHT were identified by their smooth appearance, lack of nucleus, and high content of dark vesicles.

Electrophysiology. Dissociated murine NHT were patched and recorded from in the whole-cell configuration using 5–10 MΩ glass micro-electrodes. A pipette solution containing (in mM): 135 Cs-gluconate, 2 MgCl₂, 30 HEPES, 15 dopamine (DA)-Cl, 4 Mg-ATP, 0.3 Na-GTP, pH 7.3 was used for experiments examining amperometry alone or amperometry and membrane capacitance together.

Membrane capacitance was monitored using a software lock-in amplifier integrated with a computer-controlled patch-clamp amplifier (Pulse, EPC-10; HEKA) (Gillis, 2000). Changes in membrane capacitance, directly related to secretory activity, were followed using the “sine+dc” method (Lindau and Neher, 1988; Chen and Gillis, 2000; Gillis, 2000). To measure changes in membrane capacitance, a 15 mV 1500 Hz sine wave was superimposed onto the clamped DC holding potential (−80 mV).

False transmitter loading. Loading NHT with the false transmitter DA was accomplished through the inclusion of DA (15 μM) in the pipette solutions used. NHT were patched in the whole-cell configuration and voltage clamped at a holding potential of either −80 mV (capacitance recordings) or −60 mV (calcium imaging experiments). DA was allowed to dialyze into the NHT, where it can then be trafficked into acidic compartments, including the large dense core vesicles (LDCVs) (Kim et al., 2000). This process generally required ~5 min for sufficient loading. While loading, a 5 μm diameter carbon fiber electrode (CFE), voltage clamped at 700 mV, was placed in close apposition to the plasma membrane of the terminal. When loaded LDCVs undergo exocytosis, DA released from NHT contacts the carbon fiber, where its subsequent oxidation results in a detectable current flow through the electrode. Successful loading was determined by the appearance of spontaneous amperometric events at a resting membrane potential of −80 mV (Fig. 1).

Analysis of amperometric spikes was performed using an Igor pro (Wave-metrics) macro, quanta analysis, written by Eugene Mosharov of David Sulzer’s lab (available at www.sulzerlab.org). Amperometric events were detected using a peak threshold cutoff of 2.5× the root mean square of trace noise. Calculation of the total amperometric charge was performed using Origin 7 (Originlab). Amperometric charge was calculated by integrating baseline subtracted amperometric current traces.

Imaging of transient Ca\(^{2+}\) release events. Fluorescence imaging of intracellular Ca\(^{2+}\) transients was performed in the same manner as described previously (De Crescenzo et al., 2004, 2006; ZhuGe et al., 2006). NHT were whole-cell patched using a pipette solution of (mM) 135 KCl, 2 MgCl₂, 30 HEPES, 4 Mg-ATP, 0.3 Na-GTP, 0.05 K₂-Fluo3, and 15 DA, pH 7.2. High-speed Ca\(^{2+}\) imaging was performed using a custom-built inverted wide-field microscope equipped with a Nikon 100× (1.3 NA) oil-immersion objective and high-resolution charge-coupled device camera, providing 133 nm of specimen per image pixel. Imaging was performed at a rate of 50 Hz (10 ms exposure) for 4 s at a time. The total amount of Ca\(^{2+}\) released per syntilla was quantified by measuring its “signal mass” as described previously (Sun et al., 1998; ZhuGe et al., 2000; De Crescenzo et al., 2004).

Results

DA loading of NHTs

RyR agonists have been shown to elicit neuropeptide release from populations of isolated NHT (Jin et al., 2007). Although these
results are quite intriguing, standard population release assays do not provide either the temporal or spatial resolution necessary for direct comparison of neuroropeptide release with syntillas. Accomplishing this goal required the development of a means by which quantal exocytotic events could be observed on a time scale consistent with what is used to record syntillas. Electrochemical detection techniques such as amperometry have been successfully used for this purpose in other systems. However, as NHT do not package readily oxidizable material into their large dense core granules, it is not feasible to use this technique to monitor endogenous peptide release.

Previous work has shown that cultured secretory cells are capable of packaging and releasing exogenous transmitters, provided there is a sufficiently high concentration of that transmitter present in the cytosol (Zhou and Misler, 1996; Kim et al., 2000). To develop a practical means of accomplishing this in NHTs, the exogenous transmitter DA was loaded by its addition into the whole-cell patch-pipette solution. This method has been previously used to allow differentiated neurons to secrete false transmitters (Dan et al., 1994).

As displayed in Figure 1B, no amperometric activity was observed in NHTs before DA loading. However, several minutes after whole-cell break-in, allowing DA to dialyze into the terminal cytosol, the same terminal shows numerous spontaneous current spikes. These events appear similar to amperometric release events recorded under similar conditions from chromaffin cells, a system that releases a native oxidizable transmitter (compare to Fig. 1A).

Close examination of NHT amperometric events (Table 1; Fig. 1C) shows that they possess similar kinetic parameters to those observed in chromaffin cells, with the exception of their size. This is not surprising, as one would not expect that the amount of false transmitter loaded into a vesicle could come close to approaching the concentration present in a system where amperometry can be used under native conditions. Additionally, the amperometric events observed were quite variable in amplitude (see $I_{\text{max}}$, Table 1). This is consistent with the findings of previous false transmitter-loading studies and is predicted to be attributable to considerable diversity in vesicle loading (Kim et al., 2000).

Interestingly, small current steps preceded some of the amperometric spikes observed in false transmitter-loaded NHT, which appear similar in nature to the prespike “feet” observed during native catecholamine release events from chromaffin cells (Fig. 1C). A prespike foot is believed to correspond to the slow release of transmitter through a fusion pore before pore widening and complete collapse of the vesicle into the plasma membrane (Chow et al., 1992). Such prespike feet have also been described in other false transmitter-loaded systems (Zhou and Misler, 1996). The appearance of this hallmark of native amperometric release recorded from false transmitter-loaded terminals is further evidence that these amperometric events represent exocytotic release.

**Comparison of amperometry with capacitance recording**

To ensure that events detected via amperometry do in fact represent exocytotic release, membrane capacitance recordings were performed in concert with amperometric detection. When depolarizing stimuli of different durations were applied to an individual terminal (Fig. 2A–D), the amount of amperometric activity

![Figure 2. Amperometric activity in false transmitter-loaded terminals correlates with exocytotic activity observed using membrane capacitance recording. A–D. Simultaneous amperometric (Amp) and membrane capacitance ($C_m$) recordings taken from a representative false transmitter-loaded terminal. The terminal was given a series of depolarizing stimuli (−80 to 0 mV) increasing in duration from A to D. Both the amount of amperometric activity and the evoked change in membrane capacitance increased with longer durations of depolarizing stimuli. Conductance traces ($G_m$) for each recording are also displayed. Of note, in A and D, an increase in conductance can be observed after cessation of stimulus. As changes in conductance do not correlate with the changes in capacitance, it does not appear that $G_m$ changes had an effect on capacitance recordings. E. Plotting the total amperometric charge versus the evoked change in capacitance ($\Delta C_m$) reveals a strong linear correlation. Here, the total change in capacitance was measured as the difference between the capacitance just before the stimulus and the maximum observed capacitance after the stimulus (including asynchronous activity). Total amperometric charge was calculated from the integral of the amperometric current trace over the same time period found between the onset of stimulus and peak capacitance value. Data obtained from the terminal shown (open circles) is representative of the correlation seen between amperometric and membrane capacitance recordings taken from a number of individual terminals (solid black line; $r^2 = 0.99$). Dashed lines 1–4 show four additional examples of terminals where at least three different duration depolarizing stimuli were applied. The comparative amperometric and capacitance data (triangles, diamonds, squares, cross, respectively) as well as the linear fit ($r^2 = 0.89, 0.97, 0.99, 0.99$, respectively) are plotted.**
increased as the duration of the depolarizing stimulus increased. This response mirrored that seen using membrane capacitance to assay secretory activity. Plotting the magnitude of the change in membrane capacitance elicited by a stimulus (synchronous plus asynchronous change) versus the total amount of amperometric activity (amperometric charge) over the same time span shows a strong linear correlation between these two measures of release in false transmitter-loaded terminals (Fig. 2E). Slight variations in the slope of this correlation were observed from terminal to terminal possibly representing slight differences in false transmitter-loading efficiency or differing placement of the CFE altering the percentage of total exocytosis detected amperometrically. Interestingly, with longer duration stimuli, asynchronous exocytotic activity was apparent in both the amperometric and membrane capacitance records (Fig. 2C,D). In such instances, the relationship between these two separate measures of exocytotic activity was clearly evident. As amperometric activity subsided, the increase in membrane capacitance also stopped.

Simultaneous recording of syntillas and spontaneous release events
Spatiotemporal modeling of syntillas demonstrates that the average syntilla is capable of raising intracellular Ca\(^{2+}\) to supramicromolar concentrations for tens of milliseconds hundreds of nanometers away from the site of Ca\(^{2+}\) release (De Crescenzo et al., 2004). In NHT, a free Ca\(^{2+}\) concentration of 10 \(\mu\)M is thought to be maximal for triggering exocytotic release (Lee et al., 1992). Therefore, if a syntilla were to occur in close proximity to an exocytotic release site, it could conceivably drive the exocytotic event.

A simple comparison of the rates of spontaneous release and syntillas provides a simple means of looking at the relationship between these two events. We found that in the presence of extracellular Ca\(^{2+}\), the rate of basal release, as observed with amperometry, is approximately five events per minute. Since amperometry shows \(~10\% of the secretory activity for a terminal, the rate of basal release for the entire terminal would be \(~50\) release events per minute. This is approximately twice the frequency of syntillas in the presence of extracellular Ca\(^{2+}\), \(~27\) per minute (De Crescenzo et al., 2004). Considering the number of assumptions required for this comparison, this twofold discrepancy is not compelling enough to rule out the idea that these two events are related.

To directly test this relationship in a more straightforward manner, a combination of high-speed Ca\(^{2+}\) imaging and amperometric detection of release was used. For these experiments, NHT were whole-cell patched and voltage-clamped at \(~60\) mV. This holding potential had been observed in previous studies to increase syntilla frequency while not significantly altering bulk intracellular [Ca\(^{2+}\)] (De Crescenzo et al., 2004), thus increasing the likelihood of observing any possible correlation between syntillas and spontaneous exocytotic events.

We observed a large number of syntillas in false transmitter-loaded terminals in Ca\(^{2+}\)-free media (99 syntillas observed from 19 different terminals); of these syntillas, 19 occurred precisely at the region of the terminal membrane where the CFE was positioned, within 2.5 \(\mu\)m of the center of the electrode. Syntillas proximal to CFE were recorded from 10 different NHT. The magnitude of each of these syntillas was determined using the signal mass approach (Sun et al., 1998; ZhuGe et al., 2000), which yields the amount of Ca\(^{2+}\) ions released (see Fig. 4).

The rate at which exocytosis occurs depends on the kinetics of the fusion machinery, which for large dense core granules has been determined to be on the order of a few milliseconds (Heinemann et al., 1994). In addition, the detection of exocytotic release with amperometry results in a delay of few milliseconds after granule fusion (Chow et al., 1996). Given these rates, if the Ca\(^{2+}\) released by a syntilla was directly responsible for eliciting exocytosis, one would expect an exocytotic release event within tens of milliseconds after appearance of the syntilla. However, in no case did we see any evidence of such an immediate correlation between the observed syntilla and release, no matter what the magnitude of the syntilla (Figs. 3, 4A).

Syntillas could only be recorded in 4 s epochs at 50 Hz, leaving open the possibility that an association between syntillas and spontaneous release events beyond this time span was going unnoticed. To address this possibility, longer duration amperometric traces were recorded, allowing us to monitor spontaneous exocytotic activity well before and after 14 of the recorded syntillas occurring at the CFE. This allowed us to determine the amount of time between the syntillas and the next observed spontaneous release event. Still, no discernible association between syntillas and exocytosis was observed (Fig. 4B). Spontaneous release events were observed, on average, 30.89 \pm 9.82 s after these syntillas, with the closest occurring after 1.51 s.
In most cells, high concentrations of endogenous Ca\(^{2+}\) buffers in the cytosol result in very tight control of [Ca\(^{2+}\)]. Quantitative modeling has shown that Ca\(^{2+}\) influx through VGCCs results in discrete peaks of Ca\(^{2+}\), or “microdomains,” in the immediate vicinity of these channels (Simon and Llinás, 1985). Spatiotemporal modeling of syntillas in NHT by De Crescenzo et al. (2004) has shown that an average syntilla (~250,000 Ca ions) occurring at the plasma membrane will raise intracellular Ca\(^{2+}\) to 10 \(\mu\)M, the concentration believed to be required for neuropeptide secretion (Lee et al., 1992), 500 nm from the site of release. This effective distance is reduced as the source of the syntillas is moved away from the plasma membrane. Therefore, the fact that syntillas are not capable of directly eliciting spontaneous exocytotic events leads us to theorize that the Ca\(^{2+}\) released by syntillas must be localized to a microdomain separate from where exocytosis occurs in NHT, similar to what has been described in chromaffin cells (ZhuGe et al., 2006).

One possible reason for the lack of correlation between syntillas and spontaneous release events seen here could be that dopamine loading may cause a shift in the Ca\(^{2+}\) sensitivity of exocytosis. Previous work with false transmitter-loaded PC-12 cells showed a 10-fold increase in the spontaneous fusion rate after DA loading (Kim et al., 2000). In theory, this would actually increase the likelihood of observing an association between syntillas and spontaneous release events. However, this was not the case.

Another possibility is that multiple syntillas may be required to work in concert to elicit an exocytotic event in NHT. Similar Ca\(^{2+}\) release events observed in dorsal root ganglion neuronal somata have been suggested to be involved in secretion, with a spark–secretion-coupling probability of 11.4 Ca\(^{2+}\) sparks per exocytotic event (Ouyang et al., 2005). However, such a relationship has not been observed in our system. Only in one instance did we observe multiple syntillas in close proximity to the CFE within several milliseconds of each other, and even in this case, no correlated exocytotic event was detected. Despite this, we still cannot exclude the possibility that multiple syntillas could combine to elicit exocytosis.

If syntillas are not responsible for driving spontaneous neuropeptide release, what could be the physiological role of these Ca\(^{2+}\) release events? Syntillas, which raise [Ca\(^{2+}\)], to supramicro-molar concentrations in very small regions as described above, may function in such a manner by acting on Ca\(^{2+}\)-sensitive targets in one domain, while leaving targets in another domain unaffected. Ca\(^{2+}\) serves as an integral second messenger in a number of intracellular processes, in addition to its role in triggering exocytosis. For example, in superior cervical ganglion neurons, two distinct types of Ca\(^{2+}\) release events have been observed which display different kinetics (Yao et al., 2006). Although the physiological role of these two Ca\(^{2+}\) release events are unknown, the fact that two distinct mechanisms of [Ca\(^{2+}\)], release exist may suggest that [Ca\(^{2+}\)], release has the ability to independently modulate multiple physiological processes in concert.

It has been suggested that the mobilization and recruitment of LDCVs to the plasma membrane is a Ca\(^{2+}\)-dependent process (Llinás et al., 1991; Becherer et al., 2003; Shakiryanova et al., 2005; Neher, 2006). Recently at the Drosophila neuromuscular junction, it has been shown that RyR-mediated Ca\(^{2+}\) release, via activation of CaMKII, is sufficient to trigger the mobilization of LDCVs to facilitate exocytosis as well as to capture transiting vesicles in an activity-dependent manner, replenishing vesicular pools (Shakiryanova et al., 2007; Wong et al., 2009). Interestingly, it appears that CaMKII is more sensitive to Ca\(^{2+}\) released from...
internal stores than to extracellular Ca$^{2+}$ (Shakiryanova et al., 2007). This may suggest that the Ca$^{2+}$ sources for triggering exocytosis and for mobilization of LDCVs are distinct.

More specifically in the case of the NHTs, in the cell bodies and dendrites of magnocellular neurons, intracellular Ca$^{2+}$ release has already been observed to have a priming effect on neuroepitope secretion (Ludwig and Leng, 2006). Electron microscopy studies have shown that this priming effect involves the relocation of LDCVs closer to the plasma membrane (Tobin et al., 2004). These results suggest that the release of Ca$^{2+}$ from ryanodine-sensitive stores via syntillas may lead to an increase in the trafficking of LDCVs from reserve pools to the plasma membrane, thereby increasing the size of the readily releasable pool in NHTs.

Conversely, syntillas could also divert LDCVs to a non-releasable pool as in the chromaffin cells. Jung et al. (2009) has recently showed that localized rises in intracellular Ca$^{2+}$ are capable of controlling secretory vesicle movement by polymerizing F-actin, freezing them (perhaps by trapping them) so that they cannot move and be exocytosed. Coupled with the voltage dependence of syntillas (De Crescenzo et al., 2006), the above evidence suggests that syntillas could provide an activity-dependent mechanism capable of modulating the availability of secretory vesicles for secretion.

An additional possibility is that ryanodine-sensitive Ca$^{2+}$ release in NHT may be important specifically for evoked neurotransmitter release. It has been suggested in some systems that distinct vesicular pools are involved in spontaneous versus elicited neurotransmitter release (Sara et al., 2005). Thus, syntillas could indirectly enhance depolarization-induced Ca$^{2+}$ signals by increasing the basal level of cytosolic Ca$^{2+}$ concentration at sites only where evoked exocytosis occurs, resulting in an increased probability of release during stimulation. As demonstrated by Galante and Marty (2003), ryanodine-sensitive Ca$^{2+}$ stores appear to play such a role in evoked neurotransmitter release at the basket cell–pyramidal cell synapse.

Although syntillas do not appear to be directly involved in eliciting spontaneous neuroepitope release, our findings leave open the possibility that they serve a modulatory role in evoked release. The localization of syntillas to distinct microdomains separate from the sites of exocytosis yields further conformation of the exquisite control of [Ca$^{2+}$], in intracellular environments, allowing this second messenger to control multiple processes independent of one another. Syntillas may prove to be a factor in mobilizing or priming vesicles for release. Although further investigation is required to address this hypothesis, such a process could represent a functional mechanism for plasticity in NHT and, perhaps, other CNS terminals.
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